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SILICON SENSING SYSTEMS’ LATEST GYROS
USED IN PILOT’S AID
Silicon Sensing Systems Ltd.’s latest
inertial measurement technology has been
used in AD Navigation AS’s new pilot’s
aid, the ADX XR, to successfully guide
the ‘Pioneering Spirit’ – the world’s largest
construction vessel – into Maasvlakte in
the port of Rotterdam. With large vessels
such as the Pioneering Spirit, which
measures 372 x 124 meters, ﬁnal entrance
and docking
g manoeuvres in the closee
conﬁnes of port are typically controlled by
a pilot. The pilot uses the ADX XR as their
ship-independent navigation aid. In the

trials, precise movement data from Silicon
Sensing’s CRH02 all-silicon gyros allowed
the ADX XR to deliver a highly accurate
and detailed 3 to 5-minute ship course
prediction to the pilot. CRH02 is a compact,
low noise, single axis gyroscope which
provides outstanding performance, similar
to a ﬁbre optic gyro, but is more rugged,
with a lower size and weight. Following this
successful performance, AD Navig
gation has
placed a production order for CRH02 gyros
with Silicon Sensing.
www.siliconsensing.com

PIX4D ANNOUNCES FIRST
USER CONFERENCE IN
DENVER, COLORADO

Pix4D will be hosting its ﬁrst user
conference on October 2nd and 3rd
2019 in Denver, Colorado. Pix4D users,
drone enthusiasts and GIS-perts are
invited to the ‘Mile-High City’ for two
days of discussion about surveying,
mapping, drones, and technology
which is changing the world. The lineup of user stories will be a highlight
of the Pix4D User Conference. Users
are invited to share experiences about
their work with drone mapping: for
surveying, construction, agriculture,
public safety, humanitarian purposes
and more. Pix4D photogrammetry
software has been used to map on
every continent - including Antarctica.
In 2018 alone, Pix4D’s 50,000 active
users mapped more than 120 million
acres. As well as best practises and tips
shared by users and Pix4D product
experts, Pix4D trainings will also be
oﬀered. The conference is hosted in the
iconic McNichols Civic Centre Building
in Denver, Colorado. It will run from
9:00 on October 2nd and will end on
October 3rd at 17:00.
www.pix4d.com

COMPASSCOM®
IS RELEASING
COMPASSTRAC® V7.3
MRM/ IOT PLATFORM

SIMACTIVE SOFTWARE USED WITH EBEE X FOR SHORELINE MAPPING
SimActive Inc., a world-leading developer of photogrammetry software, announces
that Correlator3D™ is being used for mapping projects in Brittany, France by
Altimedias. An eBee X equipped with senseFly S.O.D.A. 3D camera is ﬂown along
the shoreline to produce high-resolution true orthomosaics and 3D models.
“The quality of outputs from Correlator3D™ is exceptional and the mosaic renders the
vivid colours of the Pink Granite Coast”, said Didier Wasselin, COO at Altimedias.
“Such results are very useful for heritage conservation and decision making by local
authorities.” “The combination of SimActive software and senseFly eBee Plus X is an
ideal combination, due to the accurate RTK / PPK and optimized aerial triangulation”,
said Francois Gervaix, Technical Advisor at SimActive. “The S.O.D.A. oblique
imagery leads to outstanding 3D textured models.” www.simactive.com
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CompassCom released CompassTrac
Version 7.3 of its industry leading
Mobile Resource Management
(MRM) Platform at the Esri Business
Partner Conference in Palm Springs.
CompassCom empowers users of
ArcGIS to leverage their investment
in GIS with real-time data, improving
response time and to gain knowledge
to make decisions. CompassCom is
celebrating 25 years as an Esri Business
Partner providing users, integrators
and 3rd Party software companies that
leverage Esri technology, plug and play,
connectivity with real-time telematics
and IoT devices. The JavaScript, HTML5
CompassTrac viewer, supports desktop,
laptop, tablet and smartphone users
providing portability of the data to
empower people at all levels in making
critical decisions. Brant Howard,
Founder and CEO of CompassCom
explains “Real-Time data is delivered by
the CompassCom Platform leveraging
the power of ArcGIS to enable users
to conﬁgure their solution to meet
their speciﬁc workﬂow requirements.”
www.compasscom.com
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LUXCARTA ANNOUNCES AVAILABILITY
OF GEODATA TO SUPPORT US 5G
NETWORK ROLLOUTS

LuxCarta announced recently it has produced over 100,000
km2 of specialized digital maps for 50 metropolitan areas in the
United States ideally suited for RF planning at high frequencies.
The 2-meter resolution City Planner data sets include 3D building
and tree models, as well as related terrain and clutter layers.
“We have a large archive of recent vintage data for 50 cities,
and in many cases their surrounding suburbs, across the United
States,” said Albéric Maumy, managing director of LuxCarta.
LuxCarta’s high-resolution 3D buildings, individual tree and
canopy model data are ideally suited to planning 5G networks
using millimetre wave (mmWave) frequencies. These high
frequency waves attenuate dramatically when they encounter
physical obstructions, including buildings and trees. As a result,
RF planners designing networks that utilize these frequencies
need digital maps that accurately reﬂect the environment being
modelled. www.luxcarta.com

SERCEL OPTIMIZES VIBROSEIS PRODUCTIVITY
WITH LAUNCH OF VIBRATOR AUTO-GUIDANCE
Sercel is pleased to announce the launch of the world’s ﬁrst
Vibrator Auto-Guidance solution, designed to increase
vibroseis productivity by up to 10%. The solution can be ﬁtted
to all Sercel Nomad seismic vibrator trucks and works by
optimizing a truck’s travel time to the next vibrating point (VP)
and reducing baseplate dead time. This provides an increase in
source eﬃciency and consequently a cost saving for acquisition.
Deployed on seismic survey projects around the world, Sercel
Nomad vibrators are renowned for delivering high-performance
broadband vibroseis in the harshest environments. Boasting the
latest innovations in shaker and hydraulic circuitry design, they
are recognized for their environmental credentials based on lowemission eng
gines and an IPM (Intellig
gent Power Manag
gement))
system, which optimizes engine eﬃciency to reduce fuel
consumption by up to 15%. www.sercel.com

Versatile Airborne Laser Scanner
for Medium-Sized Multicopters
and Fixed-Wing UAVs

» compact and lightweight design (3.8 kg / 8.44 lbs)
easily mountable to unmanned platforms or
s m a l l - s i ze d m a n n e d a i r c r a f t s

» 75° field of view, 1,500,000 measurements/sec.,

400 lines/sec., for low and medium flight altitudes
perfectly suited for powerline, rail track,
and pipeline inspection

» attachable IMU/GNSS subsystem,

managing up to 4 optional cameras
complete, ready-to-use system for
smooth integration

» RIEGL’s smart Waveform-LiDAR technology
high-accuracy, reliable and informative
data for optimum mapping results
VISIT US AT
May 21-22, 2019
London, UK | RIEGL booth M1

newsroom.riegl.international

www.riegl.com

RIEGL LMS GmbH, Austria |RIEGL USA Inc.| RIEGL Japan Ltd.| RIEGL China Ltd.| RIEGL Australia Pty Ltd.

www.geoconnexion.com
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TERRACOLOR® NEXTGEN SATELLITE IMAGE
MOSAIC GLOBAL COVERAGE RELEASED
Earthstar Geographics LLC announced the release of the complete global
coverage of their new TerraColor NextGen satellite image mosaic. NextGen
products are seamless, colour-balanced mosaics of Landsat 8 satellite
images created in true colour at 15-meter spatial resolution. They have been
carefully processed to provide nearly cloud-free imagery along with top
quality colour and contrast to maximize information content. “We are proud
to release the planet-wide coverage of NextGen for clients needing uptodate
medium resolution satellite image base maps,” said Eric Augenstein of
Earthstar Geographics. “NextGen provides timely imagery for a changing
world, and delivers a global mapping solution for a wide variety of geospatial
applications.” TerraColor NextGen provides consistent, realistic satellite views,
and forms a perfect complement to true colour high resolution imagery. All
NextGen products are processed with an ocean mask to oﬀer a clean, readyto-use base map. www.es-geo.com www.terracolor.net

NEW UAV PARTNER FOR RIEGL USA

DIGITAL WATER WORKS,
INC. RECEIVES STRATEGIC
INVESTMENT FROM BENTLEY

Digital Water Works announced a
strategic investment in the ﬁrm by
Bentley Systems. The investment
allows Digital Water Works and Bentley
to expand their leadership in bringing
superior infrastructure digital twin
solutions to municipal and investorowned water and wastewater utilities
worldwide. Digital Water Works’ strategy
is to implement its own integrating
applications around best-of-breed
commercial oﬀ-the-shelf (COTS)
software such as Bentley Systems’
OpenFlows and iTwin oﬀerings,
which Bentley will license directly to
Digital Water Works’ customers. With
deep industry knowledge, worldclass capabilities, and cutting-edge
technology, Digital Water Works is
uniquely positioned to help water
and wastewater utilities deploy a
scalable, ﬂexible, and holistic digital
twin geospatial infrastructure platform
based on industry standards and COTS
software. This revolutionary geospatial
platform enables utilities to operate and
sustain more resilient wet infrastructure
while maintaining compliance,
meeting appropriate levels of service
at the lowest total life cycle cost, and
increasing customer satisfaction.
www.bentley.com
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RIEGL is proud to announce the expansion of its North American presence in the ULS /
UAS market with a new OEM partner, GreenValley International Inc. (GVI). GreenValley
International is the most recent addition to the growing base of renowned integrators.
GreenValley International, operating out of Berkeley, California, joins a distinguished
group of RIEGL OEM partners. With strong support from RIEGL, GreenValley International
will further promote RIEGL UAS-based LiDAR innovations. This is accomplished through
expanding their unique LiAir series UAS solutions, making use of RIEGL miniVUX-1 or VUX1 series sensors respectively. The LiAir series is fully supported by GVI’s proprietary software
suite accommodating a wide variety of applications, such as powerline inspection,
topographic survey, and forestry analysis. Leo Liu, Director of Marketing & Sales for
GVI, says that “We are very excited to join this selected group of RIEGL OEM partners and
strive to bring to our global customers more innovative UAS LiDAR solutions powered by
the best RIEGL sensors.” www.riegl.com

JUNIPER SYSTEMS RELEASES ARCHER 3 RUGGED HANDHELD

The nexxt-g
generation Archer 3 Rugged Handheld runs Android and it is availab
ble for purchase,
Juniper Systems announced. Packed with a robust processor and upgraded battery, memory,
and storage capacity, the Archer 3 is the most powerful of the bestselling Archer handhelds
to date. Six years after the release of the Archer 2 Rugged Handheld, the Archer 3 boasts a 290
percent increase in RAM at 2GB, double the ﬂash storage at 16GB, a 12,000 milliampere-hour
battery, and 1.2GHz Cortex A9 processor. Running Android 7.1 the Archer 3 is the ﬁrst Archer series
rugged handheld to integrate the world’s foremost mobile operating system. “Pocket-sized data
collection just got an upgrade,” said Jeff Delatore, the Archer product manager at Juniper
Systems. “It’s the same beloved Archer – but faster, more capable, and running on an accessible
operating system most people have on their phone.” The Archer 3 also integrates Smart Ready
Bluetooth and high-sensitivity GPS with its u-blox M8 GNSS engine. www.junipersys.com
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TRIMBLE ANNOUNCES HIGH-ACCURACY
FIELD SOLUTION FOR GIS APPLICATIONS

Trimble announced a new high-performance ﬁeld computer for its Mapping and
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) portfolio—the Trimble® TDC150 handheld.
Designed for GIS data collection, inspection and management activities, the TDC150
provides users a rugged solution that has the ﬂexibility of a handheld, a modern interface
with open Android™ operating system, and scalable high-accuracy positioning for
professional ﬁeld workﬂows. The TDC150 provides advanced Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) capabilities in a durable, ergonomic and lightweight form factor. With a
built-in GNSS antenna, the TDC150 is a scalable solution that allows customers to choose
their desired accuracy. Easy-to-use and carry in the ﬁeld, it features a bright 5.3-inch
sunlight-readable touch screen and an all-day battery for continuous work on the jobsite.
A new innovative TerraFlex workﬂow uses the TDC150’s onboard rear-facing camera to
capture features. This visual aid shows users when the camera and receiver are aligned
over features, enabling horizontal centimetre accuracy when holding the device.
www.trimble.com

NEW SCANNING ROBOTIC SOLUTION FOR VERTICAL
CONSTRUCTION FROM TOPCON

Topcon Positioning Group introduces a new generation of scanning robotic total stations
— the GTL-1000. A compact scanner integrated with a fully featured robotic total station,
the system is designed to oﬀer a powerful instrument for single-operator layout and scan on
a single set up. Combined with ClearEdge3D Verity, it oﬀers a new standard of construction
veriﬁcation workﬂows. The innovative instrument includes a complete robotic total station that
provides full-featured layout functionality with single operator control. The system is designed
to build upon proven prism tracking and accuracy that allows operators to conﬁdently layout
points in challenging construction environments. With the press of a single button, operators
can then initiate a scan. The instrument is designed to enable signiﬁcantly faster speeds than
comparative site scanning workﬂows. “Operators can conduct a full-dome 360-degree scan in
just a few minutes. More traditional systems and methods take considerably longer,” said Ray
Kerwin, director of global product planning
g. www.top
pconp
positioning
g.com

www.geoconnexion.com
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ERM ADVANCED TELEMATICS LAUNCHES EASY
TO INSTALL UBI PRODUCTS

Global automotive technology supplier ERM Advanced
Telematics, is launching three new products that will help
insurance companies to determine the price of car insurance
policies. The product line is part of a new strategy for ERM, which
is based on UBI (Usage Based Insurance). This strategy supplies
a response to demands by insurance companies for a product
capable of monitoring driver behaviour and location that can
be sent by mail to the end user and is easily installed by the
customer. ERM’s UBI solutions are based on its Safety technology for
monitoring driver behaviour. The technology enables the receiving
of warnings regarding any deviation from acceptable driving, which
has been determined by the type of vehicle under inspection.
The technology makes use of the tracking unit’s GPS and has the
capability of combining multiple locations and speeds relating to a
range of events that it warns about. www.ermtelematics.com

MAXAR TECHNOLOGIES’ MDA AIDS
PRESERVATION OF INDONESIAN RAINFOREST

MDA, a Maxar Technologies company announced that its Forest
Alert Service (FAS) space-based capabilities have enabled Asia Pulp
& Paper’s (APP) pulpwood suppliers to more strategically monitor
forest cover loss in conservation areas and meet their commitment
to stakeholders that conservation forest areas were not cleared
in connection with the production of their products. In less than
three years since MDA began providing the monitoring service,
APP reports the losses of natural forest cover in their suppliers’
forest concessions has dropped from between 5-6 percent to
just 0.06 percent in the conservation area of more than 600,000
hectares, demonstrating APP’s commitment to responsible forest
management. The strategic partnership between APP and MDA
launched in 2016, enabling APP’s pulpwood suppliers to respond
rapidly to detected forest changes. Monitoring land cover changes
in production areas is essential for eﬃcient operational planning
and minimizes illegal encroachment, further protecting high-value
forests. www.maxar.com

WATERPROOF DRONES SOLVES MAPPING
& INSPECTION ON MARINE AREAS

ESRI ACQUIRES INDOOR.RS AND RELEASES
ARCGIS INDOORS
Esri announced the acquisition of indoo.rs, GmbH a world-leading
provider of Indoor Positioning System (IPS) technology and Esri partner.
The indoo.rs software will become part of Esri’s ArcGIS Indoors, a
new mapping product that enables interactive indoor mapping of
corporate facilities, retail and commercial locations, airports, hospitals,
event venues, universities, and more. The acquisition will also provide
users of Esri’s ArcGIS platform with imbedded IPS location services to
support indoor mapping and analysis. The indoo.rs headquarters will
also serve as a new Esri R&D centre based in Vienna, Austria focused
on cutting-edge IPS capability. The capability to accurately map,
manage, navigate, and plan indoor spaces is a rapidly emerging market
that promises to decrease costs, increase safety, and provide users of
indoor spaces with a better workplace experience. ArcGIS Indoors does
this by providing ﬂoor-aware 3D maps and focused apps to support
a variety of workplace and facility users, including owner/operators,
maintenance and service personnel, security staﬀ, employees, and
visitors. www.esri.com

The Aeromapper Talon Amphibious is the only truly aﬀordable
ﬁxed wing UAV system that can be used for inspection and
mapping in marine environments. The UAV system delivers high
resolution georeferenced imagery as well as video feed from up to
30 kms from the operators. By design, the UAV can stay indeﬁnitely
aﬂoat on the water, and even sustain full immersion without any
damage or water intrusion, even in salt water. To reach this level of
dependability the engineers at Aeromao spent more than a year of
lab work and ﬁeld testing, experimenting with diﬀerent materials,
solutions & compounds, techniques and components to ensure
a very high level of reliability. The base model is the well-known
Aeromapper Talon, which has been the ﬂagship for the company
since 2014. The UAV is designed to fully survive and ﬂoat even if fully
ﬁlled with water, because internal components have been carefully
waterproofed individually. www.aeromao.com

KAARTA ANNOUNCES $6.5M IN SERIES A FINANCING

Kaarta, Inc. announced recently that it has raised US$6.5 million to accelerate the growth of its mobile mapping and localization
technology. Kaarta’s innovative technology enables built environment, geospatial, and autonomous robotics professionals to map and model
indoor and outdoor spaces up to 10x faster and less expensive than traditional mapping methods. Real estate technology venture capital
fund GreenSoil Building Innovation Fund (GBIF) led the round with participation from Riverfront Ventures, Zamagias Properties, Quaker
Capital Investments, and Startbot. As part of the ﬁnancing, Susan McArthur, Partner, GBIF joins the board. The funding will be used to fuel
sales and marketing initiatives, expand talent acquisition, and further invest in research and development. Kaarta products are in use today
across a myriad of applications in architecture, engineering, construction, operations, industrial planning, civil & transportation infrastructure,
security & threat assessment, mining, archeology and autonomous technologies. www.kaarta.com
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FUGRO TO APPLY SPECIALIST GEODATA
SERVICES

Fugro has been awarded a further substantial marine site characterisation project oﬀ the
Dutch Coast. This is the largest geotechnical site characterisation programme tendered
by the Netherlands Enterprise Agency and will be performed in the Hollandse Kust
Wind Farm Zone. Other contracts executed by Geo-data specialist Fugro in the various
zones of Hollandse Kust (zuid and noord) and Borssele wind energy developments since
2015 include geophysical and geotechnical data acquisition and metocean monitoring.
With project preparations underway, and a target start date in April, contract ﬁnalisation
is expected soon. The geotechnical programme will continue until September and
comprises a seabed investigation and borehole drilling. Fugro will also deliver standard
and advanced laboratory testing and an integrated geological/geotechnical soil model,
which will be used by future developers of the wind farm to prepare their bids. The
ﬁeldwork will utilise Fugro vessels including state-of-the-art geotechnical drilling vessel,
Fugro Scout. www.fugro.com

RUSSIA: SATELLITE IMAGERY SHOWS WHALES HELD CAPTIVE IN
SREDNYAYA BAY

Satellite images show whales being held captive in Russia’s Srednyaya Bay amongst
international outcries for the animals’ release. Reports say that up to 100 whales are
being illegally held in small pens near Nakhodka, Russia. The collection of both orcas
(killer whales) and belugas are likely destined for marine parks in China, according to
Greenpeace. A criminal investigation has been launched as four Russian companies are
being accused of animal cruelty and violating ﬁshing regulations. Some animal experts are
concerned that the whales may be showing signs of hypothermia as ice collects around
and even inside the small pens. This can be clearly seen in the satellite images. “Very
High Resolution imagery is being utilized internationally by both maritime surveillance
agencies and animal rights groups to shed light on illicit ﬁshing operations and aid
in legal proceedings,” said European Space Imaging Managing Director, Adrian
Zevenbergen. www.euspaceimaging.com

www.geoconnexion.com
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MUJI AND SENSIBLE 4 DEBUT GACHA, THE FIRST ALL-WEATHER
AUTONOMOUS-DRIVING BUS IN HELSINKI

Japanese lifestyle retailer MUJI and Finnish autonomous driving company Sensible 4
launched GACHA, the ﬁrst autonomous driving bus for all weather conditions. The vehicle
is a result of the collaboration between Finnish autonomous driving company Sensible
4 and Japanese lifestyle retailer MUJI. While Sensible 4 provided the technology for the
vehicle, including superior positioning, navigation and obstacle detection to allow yearround autonomous driving regardless of the weather, MUJI has provided the vehicle’s
design, developing the functional aesthetic and optimum user experience. MUJI and
Sensible 4 are currently planning to produce the ﬁrst GACHA ﬂeet for use on public roads
in 2020 for various cities in Finland and abroad. MUJI and Sensible 4 aim for the self-driving
shuttle ﬂeets to operate as a part of the cities’ existing transportation systems in 2021, with
a long-term objective of establishing partnerships with other pioneering cities around the
world. www.sensible4.fi www.muji.com

BERLIN AIRPORT NOW PROVIDES MOBILE
WAYFINDING TO GUIDE TRAVELERS!

In February, the well established Berlin airport app was enhanced by a new functionality
that helps users ﬁnd their way inside the airport building. The technology that enables this
real-time navigation is provided by the Austrian company, indoo.rs.
Berlin Tegel is one of Germany’s top four airports with the highest volume of passengers.
In order to facilitate orientation inside the airport building for their visitors and stay future
proof in the face of current developments, their mobile app now includes navigational
assistance. The project was collaboration between indoo.rs, who provide the navigational
component, and Publicis Pixelpark, who integrated it seamlessly into the existing
app. The Berlin Airport App, which has ﬁrst been introduced in 2013, gives users the
opportunity to comprehensively prepare for their approaching journey. Booking a parking
space as well as real-time updates concerning the ﬂight help planning ahead and prevent
stress. www.indoo.rs
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NEW RIEGL OFFICE IN AUSTRALIA
OPENED!

RIEGL announces expansion of their global
presence in Australia and Oceania. The new
oﬃce will provide direct RIEGL representation
throughout Australia and New Zealand, oﬀering
full support to its existing RIEGL distributors in
Australia C.R. Kennedy, and in New Zealand,
Geospace. RIEGL Australia will have a primary
focus on the airborne/UAV sectors, whilst partners
will continue to drive terrestrial and mobile
products into various industries in the market.
Working together, RIEGL Australia will ensure all
customers, at all times, have the level of support
to match the quality of technology that RIEGL
oﬀers. The main RIEGL Australia oﬃce is helmed by
Glenne Blyth, who serves as the managing director
of the operation on the Gold Coast, Queensland,
alongside with Bernhard Kurzbauer, Commercial
Director. Mr. Blyth (BComm, BSurv) is industry
known and well recognized and experienced in
the ﬁeld of laser scanning who had been with C.R.
Kennedy as a national laser scanning consultant.
www.riegl.com

PILOTS VIEW PORT-LOG
TIDE AND WEATHER DATA
ON SAFE PILOT PPU

Trelleborg and OceanWise have
collaborated to allow pilots to view
important real-time tide and weather data
on their‘Safe Pilot’PPU’s further improving
the safety and eﬃciency of operations at
ABP Southampton. The data is drawn from
ABP’s environmental monitoring system
‘Port-Log’, which is supplied by OceanWise
and allows easy publishing and sharing of
environmental data across the port. The
system supports not only the VTS team
but also pilots and dredgers who also need
reliable access to this key information.
Robust data management and data sharing
is at the heart of what OceanWise does.
Constantly looking for ways to support port
operations, the OceanWise team have not
only tested and proven compatibility with
Trelleborg Safe Pilot PPU’s and Port-Log,
they have also proven compatibility with
their ENC Writer software in Trelleborg Safe
Pilot (which is working successfully in PD
Ports, and with QPS Qastor in Peel Ports).
www.oceanwise.eu
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HEXAGON’S MINING DIVISION PARTNERS WITH FLUIDINTEL

Hexagon’s Mining division announced that it’s partnering with FluidIntel, a marketleader in fuel management systems and solutions. The Australia-based company has been
supplying innovative fuel management hardware and software to the mining industry
since 1996. Its fuel management system, AdaptFMS, handles more than 3.5 billion litres
of fuel and other hydrocarbons annually for six of the world’s biggest mining companies.
Integration with Hexagon’s broad portfolio of mining solutions is a priority, said Josh
Weiss, President of Hexagon’s Mining division. “Fuel costs are a signiﬁcant expense
for mines and diesel rail networks – up to 40% of operating expenditures,“ said Weiss.
“For years, FluidIntel’s best-practice fuel management has been generating millions of
dollars in savings through cost reduction and productivity improvements. The potential
for return on investment is signiﬁcant so this is great news for our customers. FluidIntel
COO, Damir Hasagic said: “This partnership provides FluidIntel with unprecedented market
reach through Hexagon’s global mining footprint and their position of number-one OEMindependent vendor.” www.hexagonmining.com

INTRODUCING THE SENSEFLY EBEE X WITH
MICASENSE REDEDGE-MX

senseFly, the leading provider of ﬁxed-wing drone solutions, and MicaSense, a leading
producer of drone sensors for agriculture, today announce a new dual solution for
eﬃcient, in-depth crop analysis—the senseFly eBee X with MicaSense RedEdgeMX. “We know from agricultural customers such as agronomists, crop consultants and
researchers that deep, high-resolution crop data is key to eﬀective analysis and decision
making,” said Gilles Labossière, CEO of senseFly. “In parallel, when assessing large ﬁeld
areas, or simply looking to map smaller ﬁelds or plots quickly, small, slower quadcopter
drones often don’t cut it. The eBee X with RedEdge-MX checks both these data and
eﬃciency boxes, making it an ideal crop analysis solution.” The RedEdge-MX is a rugged,
built-to-last professional multispectral sensor. Capturing red,
green, blue, near-infrared, and red-edge spectral bands,
data from this sensor can be used to generate true
colour composites, basic crop health indexes,
and advanced analytical tools like ﬂower
identiﬁcation and weed detection.
www.sensefly.com

NEW VERSION OF THE GLOBAL MAPPER SDK NOW AVAILABLE

Blue Marble Geographics is pleased to announce that a new version of the Global
Mapper Software Development Kit (SDK) is now available, providing software
engineers with the means to embed the latest geospatial technology into their custom
applications. Version 20.1 incorporates many of the functional upgrades that were
introduced in the recent release of the desktop version of the software. For over twentyﬁve years, Blue Marble’s aﬀordable, user-friendly GIS software has been meeting the needs
of hundreds of thousands of satisﬁed customers throughout the world. Users come from
all industries including software, oil and gas, mining, civil engineering, surveying, and
technology companies, as well as government departments and academic institutions.
Global Mapper is capable of displaying, converting, and analyzing virtually any type of
geospatial data. The Global Mapper SDK and accompanying LiDAR Module SDK provide
software developers with a toolkit for accessing much of this functionality from within an
existing or custom-built application. www.bluemarblegeo.com

www.geoconnexion.com

MAPTEK INVESTS WITH PETRA
DATA SCIENCE

In an industry ﬁrst, Maptek and PETRA
Data Science have established a
partnership, which will enable seamless
value chain optimisation and simulation
from resource models through to metal
produced. Mining companies will be able,
for the ﬁrst time, to use millions of tonnes
of their historical performance and resource
metadata for dynamic optimisation.
The integrated technology oﬀerings
of PETRA and Maptek cover solutions
from geological modelling to plant and
process optimisation and simulation.
The partnership combines deep domain
expertise from across the whole value chain
and, together, PETRA and Maptek oﬀer
the industry a practical alternative to the
common practice of siloed optimisation.
Under the partnership, Maptek Evolution
mine schedule optimisation will be
dynamically linked to PETRA’s latest digital
twin performance models including; metal
produced, grade, quality, recovery and
throughput. Dynamic mine scheduling
is made possible by bringing together
Maptek optimisation engines and PETRA’s
prediction and simulation algorithms.
www.maptek.com

SEAROBOTICS
CORPORATION LAUNCHES
THE SR-ENDURANCE 7.0

SeaRobotics Corporation (SeaRobotics)
recently announced the successful
completion of its factory acceptance
testing of its new entry into the
Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV)
Workboat market with the SREndurance 7.0 meter system. The system
is optimized for sonar research through
the utilization of an optionally manned
helm conﬁguration and a serial diesel
electric propulsion system. Outﬁtted
with an instrumented launch and
recovery system (LARS), and supporting
hydrographic winch system, the SRENDURANCE 7.0 is capable of deploying
towed sonar/instrument systems,
dipping sonar/systems, or ROV systems.
“Having built numerous ASVs in the
6-11 meter range, we are now oﬀering
a commercial workboat for the research
and survey markets,” said Geoﬀ Douglass,
SeaRobotics ASV development manager.
“In many operational scenarios the
advantages derived from a variable
depth sensor such as a multi-beam or
side scan sonar, sub bottom proﬁler, or
magnetometer, as well as the surface
motion mitigation, make towed systems
valuable in autonomous operations.”
www.searobotics.com
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PEOPLE AND AWARDS
PEOPLE

AWARD

AWARD

GSSI Announces
new Sales
Professional for
Western Canada

Award for BIM
Enabler/Consultant
of the Year

Eos Positioning
Systems receives
2019 Esri Partner
Conference Award

GSSI, the world’s leading
manufacturer of ground penetrating radar
(GPR) equipment, is pleased to announce
the hiring of Adam Mercer as Application
Specialist, responsible for British Columbia,
Alberta and Saskatchewan, Canada. Jan
Kesik has helped to develop the Canadian
territory for the past ﬁve years and will
continue to serve Eastern Canada. Kesik states,
“I’m thrilled to have Adam join the Canadian
sales team. I’m conﬁdent that Adam’s wealth
of experience in a variety of industries and
geophysical roles will help GSSI continue to
lead the GPR industry.” Adam holds a Master of
Science Degree in Geophysics and has nearly
a decade of experience in the mining and oil
and gas sectors. He has considerable expertise
with a variety of geophysical equipment and
acquisition and processing software, and has
been a project leader and supervisor in both
ﬁeld and oﬃce settings.
www.geophysical.com

PEOPLE
Technology
Leader Pontus
Noren To Join
GeoSpock’s Board
GeoSpock® has announced
the appointment of Pontus Noren to a
Non-Executive role on its Board of Directors.
Having worked in the IT industry for over 20
years, Noren brings a wealth of experience
within the technology ecosystem. He
is currently Vice Chairman of the Board
at Cloudreach, an international cloud
computing consultancy, where he was
previously CEO. Under his leadership, the
company was recognised as a Leader in the
Gartner Magic Quadrant and also ranked
top 25 in The Sunday Times Hiscox Tech
100 for two years running. Noren will now
use his passion for innovative technology
to help GeoSpock’s Board and executive
teams drive the company’s next phase of
growth. Richard Baker, CEO, GeoSpock,
comments: “We are delighted to announce
the addition of Noren to our Board of
Directors at this exciting period of growth
for GeoSpock. I am hugely impressed with
the wealth of knowledge and experience
Noren brings to our business.”
www.geospock.com
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Bentley Institute’s
Digital Advancement
Academies have been named as the winner of
the BIM Enabler/Consultant of the Year Award
at BIM Show Live 2019 in Newcastle upon Tyne,
UK. The annual BIM Awards, part of the national
conference, honor and recognise the world’s
best BIM work by celebrating exceptional and
innovative use of BIM in the built environment.
Iain Miskimmin, Senior Academies
Manager for Bentley Institute’s Digital
Advancement Academies, said, “It’s an honor
for Bentley Institute to be recognised for the
work we have been doing in this important
area since 2012. Having helped to deliver some
of the ﬁrst projects in the UK to embrace a
BIM strategy, it’s inspiring to see how far we
have come, and how our Digital Advancement
Academies continue to support leaders and
innovators in the digital built environment
to advance digital (BIM) strategies.” The BIM
Awards were judged by experts in BIM strategy
and implementation for today’s modern digital
built environment. www.bentley.com

AWARD

Eos Positioning Systems,
Inc.® (Eos) received a 2019 Esri Partner
Conference award in recognition of Eos’
contributions to Esri® mobile applications.
“As a long time Esri partner, this ‘Energizing
the Market Award’ highlights the ongoing
value Eos brings to our shared customers,”
said Francis Kelly, Esri Manager of Global
Partner Programs. “Their thoughtful
approach to connecting the ﬁeld worker to the
enterprise GIS creates customer satisfaction
and signiﬁcant ROI across our business sectors.”
Esri ArcGIS® users beneﬁt from bundling the
Eos Arrow GNSS receivers and Esri mobile
apps to create real-time, high-accuracy ﬁeld
GIS solutions on consumer devices such as
iPads, tablets, and smartphones. “Eos has done
tremendous work bringing aﬀordable highaccuracy receivers to the Esri user community.”
Esri Canada Director of Strategic Alliances
Paul Salah said. “I couldn’t be more pleased
to have them recognized for their innovation
that brings such great value to ﬁeld workers
everywhere.” www.eos-gnss.com

PEOPLE

Astronaut assistant
CIMON* wins
prestigious German
Innovation Prize

Cadventure
announces new
Sales Director

CIMON, the technology
demonstrator developed and built by Airbus
on behalf of the German Aerospace Center
has won the prestigious German Innovation
Prize in the large companies category 2019.
The award was presented in Munich on the
evening of Friday 29th March. CIMON (Crew
Interactive MObile companioN), is the ﬁrst
free-ﬂying astronaut assistant to be tested on
board the International Space Station (ISS),
and is a technology experiment designed to
demonstrate how humans and intelligent
machines can work together. CIMON can see,
hear, understand, speak and ﬂy. It is spherical
with a diameter of 32 cm and weighs 5 kg. It
is modelled after a character from the 1980s
anime series ‘Captain Future’, Professor Simon
Wright, which was known as ‘the ﬂying brain’
and featured sensors, cameras and a speech
processor. On 15 November 2018, CIMON
successfully completed its ﬁrst 90-minute
space mission with German ESA astronaut
Alexander Gerst.
www.airbusdefenceandspace.com

Cadventure is
pleased to announce
the appointment of John
Conway as Sales Director. John is responsible
for the strategic leadership of the sales and
business development teams. He will play
a key role in Cadventure’s overall growth
strategy. John has extensive experience in the
AEC industry, having held senior sales and
consultancy roles in the UK, Ireland, Canada,
and Australia. He joins the Cadventure senior
management team from Bentley Systems Inc,
where his responsibilities included management
of sales across Europe and Scandinavia.
Cadventure’s Managing Director, Elaine
Lewis, said John’s appointment underlines the
company’s commitment to developing and
enhancing its products and client oﬀerings.
Elaine said, “I am truly delighted by John’s
appointment. It signals Cadventure’s ambitious
growth plans. John brings with him a wealth of
sales, consultancy and management experience.
I look forward to the important contribution and
new ideas that John will bring to the business.”
www.cadventure.co.uk
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